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Exercise 1: (boolean function) (2+4 points)

A boolean function is a function of the form f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}.

1. Show, that every boolean function of n variables can be implemented with O(n · 2n) gates.

2. Show, that every boolean function of n variables can be implemented with O(2n) gates.

Exercise 2: (control automata) (2+2 points)
In the lecture we considered two kinds of control automata. In this exercise you are supposed to
study a section “2.6 Control Automata” in the book S. Müller, W. Paul, “Computer Architecture,
Complexity and Correctness” for more details and design on the gate level a Moore automaton
given on Figure 1. Describe all computations (functions, sets, DNFs, etc.) required for designing
the automaton as it is explained in the book.
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Figure 1: Moore automaton

Provide cost, delay and cycle time of this realization (see the book for details).

Exercise 3: (control automata) (2 points)
Specify the FSD for an automaton with a state register S that represents an integer in {0, 1, 2, 3}.
A 2-bit input line is used to feed binary numbers a into the automaton. The next state S′ is defined
as S′ = S+ ⟨a⟩. The output of the automaton is the binary representation of the number currently
stored in S. Is your automation a Moore or a Mealy automation?

Exercise 4: (abstract cache) (2 points)

Show that the abstract cache aca introduced in the lecture is well-defined (or prove that it is
not well-defined and discover missing invariants). To show that aca is well defined you need to
prove the following property for i ̸= j:

aca(i).S(a) ̸= I ∧ aca(j).S(a) ̸= I −→ aca(i).data(a) = aca(j).data(a)
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Exercise 5: (cache RAM) (3 points)

In the lecture we designed 3-port n×d - RAM with 2 reads and 1 write possible simultaneously.
In this exercise you need to design a 2-port n× d - RAM with one address input for read and write
(AdA) and one address input for read only (AdB), making it possible to perform two reads or read
and write simultaneously. Give the formal specification for this circuit and provide a construction.
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